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Abstract – In a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET), the amount of interference from 
neighboring nodes to a communication link is governed by the vehicle density dynamics in 
vicinity and transmission probabilities of terminals. It is obvious that vehicles are distributed 
non-homogeneously along a road segment due to traffic controls and speed limits at different 
portions of the road. The common assumption of homogeneous node distribution in the network 
in most of the previous work in mobile ad-hoc networks thus appears to be inappropriate in 
VANETs. In light of the inadequacy, we present in this paper an original methodology to study 
the performance of VANETs with practical vehicle distribution in urban environment. 
Specifically, we introduce the stochastic traffic model to characterize the general vehicular 
traffic flow as well as the randomness of individual vehicles, from which we can acquire the 
mean dynamics and the probability distribution of vehicular density. As illustrative examples, we 
demonstrate how the density knowledge from the stochastic traffic model can be utilized to 
derive the throughput and progress performance of three routing strategies in different channel 
access protocols. We confirm the accuracy of the analytical results through extensive simulations. 
Our results demonstrate the applicability of the proposed methodology on modeling protocol 
performance, and shed insight into the performance analysis of other transmission protocols and 
network configurations in vehicular networks. Furthermore, we illustrate that the optimal 
transmission probability for optimized network performance can be obtained as a function of the 
location space from our results. Such information can be computed by road-side nodes and then 
broadcasted to road users for optimized multi-hop packet transmission in the communication 
network. 
Index Terms – Vehicular Ad-hoc Network, Stochastic Traffic Model, Inhomogeneous Node 
Distribution, Throughput and Progress, Optimal Transmission Probability.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET), the amount of interference to a communication 
link depends on the number of concurrent transmissions in vicinity, which is governed by the 
vehicular density dynamics, the transmission probabilities of terminals, the channel access 
protocol and routing strategy used. 
There are a number of previous studies on analyzing capacity or throughput and forward 
progress (in unit distance with respect to the direction of the final destination) in Mobile Ad-hoc 
Networks (MANETs). For instance, [1-3] explore how network capacity scales with the number 
of nodes in the network. [4] investigates the optimal transmission radii for maximized expected 
forward progress in multi-hop packet radio network, while [5] analyzes the throughput and 
progress performance of several transmission strategies with transmission radius control. For 
VANET research, [6,7] investigate the capacity of VANETs and its scalability in highway and 
urban grid structures. 
However, when considering these previous studies as a whole, it appears that all of them 
primarily assume that node density is homogeneous throughout the whole network, and lack of a 
general approach for handling mobile nodes that spatially distribute in a heterogeneous manner. 
Apparently, these existing studies are not applicable to VANETs in urban road networks, 
specifically with traffic signals and stops, since we expect car density at road junctions (where 
traffic signals are located) behaves quite differently from that at the middle of a road segment. 
Given the inhomogeneous distribution of vehicles in urban road networks, this paper proposes a 
practical methodology to characterize and optimize protocol performance in VANETs. 
The spatial distribution of nodes in a VANET is governed by the space and time dynamics 
of moving vehicles. To capture such dynamics and thus the heterogeneity of the density 
distribution of vehicles, we utilize the stochastic traffic model in [8,9] for modeling vehicular 
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traffic in generic urban road systems. The stochastic traffic model uses a fluid model to 
characterize the space and time dynamics of vehicle movements, which is driven by a velocity 
profile as a function of space and time. In real practice, empirical velocity measurements from 
inductive loop detectors and navigation systems can serve as inputs to the model. The average 
density profile, again as a function of space and time, is readily computable from the 
conservation equations in the fluid model. The randomness of individual vehicle is captured by a 
stochastic model. The actual number of vehicles in a given road section at a certain time instance 
has Poisson distribution according to previous results in [10,11] given that the arrival of vehicles 
follow a non-homogeneous Poisson process. It is also validated in [9,12] that the Poisson 
distributional result can be treated as an approximation even when we consider interactions 
between vehicles. 
In this paper, we illustrate how the vehicular density dynamics acquired from the stochastic 
traffic model can be applied to analyze the throughput and progress performance of packet 
transmission in a VANET with more practical, inhomogeneously distributed nodes along a 
generic urban road segment. Different channel access protocols and routing strategies have 
different throughput and progress performance with regard to certain spatial distribution of 
mobile nodes. As illustrative examples, we attempt to consider two protocols, specifically slotted 
ALOHA and CSMA, and three basic routing strategies, that vary in the way that the packets are 
routed or the transmission ranges are controlled, so that we can gain insights for the analysis of 
other communication protocols, routing strategies, and network configurations in VANETs. 
Through the vehicular density dynamics computed from the stochastic traffic model, we 
determine the distribution of a node’s location on the urban route, and derive the probability that 
such a node is being interfered by its neighbors in its vicinity. With this interference factor, we 
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model the local throughput and average progress of the routing strategies for different 
transmission protocols. 
From our analytical results, we can identify the optimal transmission probability for 
maximized expected progress as a function of the location space. In practice, such information 
can be computed by road-side infrastructure nodes based on gathered empirical velocity and 
vehicular flow measurements, and then broadcasted to vehicles that enter the road segment so 
that maximized packet propagation rate can be achieved, which is important for transport 
functions such as traffic information exchange and accident warning in VANETs. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the background 
information of the stochastic traffic model. Section III introduces the network models including 
the channel access protocols, routing strategies, and interference model considered in this paper. 
In Section IV, we determine the probability that a random node in the network is being interfered 
by its neighbors, followed by deriving the local throughput and average progress of slotted 
ALOHA and CSMA protocols of three routing strategies in Section V. Section VI provides 
simulation results to validate the analytical model, and identifies the optimal transmission 
probability. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper. 
II.  STOCHASTIC TRAFFIC MODEL 
In this section, we define the system model for the analysis in this paper, and provide 
background information of the stochastic traffic model [8,9] that captures the vehicular density 
dynamics in generic urban routes. 
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Figure 1. The road configuration considered in this paper. 
We consider traffic in a one-way, single-lane, semi-infinite urban road (or route) as shown 
in Figure 1. Although the road is fed with traffic from adjacent streets, the one-way road under 
consideration is the one running from the left to the right in the figure. More complicated road 
topology can be represented by superposing multiple versions of urban routes. Let our location 
space to be the interval [0, ∞), the boundary point 0 is the spatial origin, and it marks the starting 
point of the road. The arrival process {A(t) | -∞ < t < ∞} counts the number of arrivals to the 
first segment of the route up to time t, which we assume is finite with probability 1, and is 
characterized by a non-negative and integrable external arrival rate function α(t). Furthermore, 
the route consists of a number of road segments indexed by i = 1, 2, 3,…, where vehicles can 
leave and join the route at the junctions of road segments.  
A. Deterministic Fluid Model 
The fluid model is a kind of continuum traffic flow models, which reduces laws of traffic 
to a partial differential equation (PDE) that may be studied as adequately as other physical 
phenomena that are also governed by PDE’s.  
The major difference between our fluid model and other continuum models is that we 
model vehicle motions with a velocity profile, vehicles at location x and time t move forward the 
route according to a velocity field v(x, t). Stopping or slowing down of vehicles at road junctions 
or traffic signals can be reflected and modeled by the velocity profile. However, continuum 
Direction of 
traffic flow
......
1st road 
segment
Location 0
2nd road 
segment
i th road 
segment
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model alone is unable to capture traffic instability and the randomness of individual vehicle, 
therefore, we couple the fluid model with the stochastic model as a remedy. 
Let us first describe the fluid dynamic conservation equations and corresponding notations 
that hold for the general systems. Let N(x, t) be the number of vehicles in location (0, x] at time t, 
and n(x, t) be the density of vehicles in location (0, x] at time t. Let Q(x, t) be the number of 
vehicles moving past position x before time t, and q(x, t) be the flow rate. Thus, 
( , )
( , )
N x t
n x t
x



 and 
( , )
( , ) .
Q x t
q x t
t



                                         (1)                  
Let C
+
(x, t) and C
–
(x, t) be the number of vehicles arriving to and departing from the route 
in location (0, x] during time interval (-∞, t], respectively. Then the associated rate densities are 
respectively 
2 ( , )
( , )
C x t
x t
x t
c

 
 
and 
2 ( , )
( , ) .
C x t
x t
x t
c

 
 
                                    (2) 
Assuming all traffic moves only from left to right down the positive real line, then the four 
variables N, Q, C
+
, C
-
 satisfy the following conservation relation: 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ).C x t N x t Q x t C x t                                             (3) 
By applying the operator 
2 /( )x t   to (3), we have the partial differential equation 
( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ).
n x t q x t
c x t c x t
t x
    
 
                                      (4) 
According to traffic flow theory [13], we have 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ).q x t n x t v x t                                                     (5) 
By substituting (5) into (4), we have 
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 ( , ) ( , )( , )
( , ) ( , ).
n x t v x tn x t
c x t c x t
t x
    
 
                            (6) 
The resulting partial differential equation (6) is a one-dimensional version of the generalized 
conservation law for fluid motion [14]. This equation governs the mean behavior of any 
stochastic traffic model.  
We assume that vehicles arrive at the first route segment according to an external arrival 
rate function α(t). Let us use ξi(t) to denote the external arrival rate of vehicles at the i-th junction 
at time t. Then we have 
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).i iic x t t x t x x   
                                          (7) 
As for vehicles leaving the route, we use ρi(t) to denote the fraction of vehicles departing 
when they pass by the i-th junction at time t. If these departing vehicles leave at the same 
velocity as they move forward along the route, then 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )c x t x t n x t  ,  
where ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ).i i ix t v x t t x x                                     (8) 
B. Stochastic Model 
In contrast to the deterministic fluid model, the stochastic model captures the stochastic 
fluctuations of the quantities of interest. When the two models are coupled with each other to 
form the stochastic traffic model, the solutions from the PDE’s describe the expected number of 
vehicles, and the actual number of vehicles is captured by the additional distribution information 
from the stochastic model. 
From now on, the densities n(x, t) and q(x, t) are defined as the partial derivatives of 
expected values, that is, 
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[ ( , )]
( , )
E N x t
n x t
x



and 
[ ( , )]
( , )
E Q x t
q x t
t



.  
Similarly, the rate densities c
+
(x, t) and c
-
(x, t) are the second partial derivatives of 
expected values, that is, 
2 [ ( , )]
( , )
E C x t
x t
x t
c

 
 
and 
2 [ ( , )]
( , )
E C x t
x t
x t
c

 
 
.  
The general stochastic model can be of any distributions depending on the arrival process 
of vehicles, and the equations in the fluid model continue to hold regardless the distribution of 
the stochastic model. In this paper, we specifically consider the Poisson arrival location model 
(PALM) [10,11]. Again, the fluid dynamic model is not dependent on the Poisson assumption; 
they hold as long as the arrival process A is an arbitrary point process with time-dependent 
arrival-rate function α. 
With PALM, the arrival process {A(t) | –∞ < t < ∞} for vehicles to arrive at the first road 
segment of the route is a non-homogeneous Poisson process with non-negative and integrable 
external arrival rate function α(t). That is, the number of arrivals in the interval (t1, t2] is Poisson 
with mean 
2
1
 
 
( )
t
t
s ds . 
According to [10,11], we can construct N(x, t), the random number of vehicles within the 
range (0, x] at time t, via stochastic integration starting with the Poisson process A, where A(t) 
counts the number of vehicles arriving to the road segment up to time t. 
   ˆ
( )
( ) (0, ] ( ( , ))( , ) ( ) (0, ]
( , ) 1 ( ) 1 .
s
An
t A t
L t x n A x tx t L t x
N x t dA s    
                  (9) 
where ˆnA is the nth jump time of A, counting backward from time t. 1B is an indicator function 
such that it returns 1 if B is true and 0 otherwise. Ls(t) is the location process, which specifies the 
position of the vehicle on the road segment at time t that arrived at time s. Let σ(x, t) denote the 
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route entrance time for a vehicle to be in position x at time t. For vehicles that arrive to the route 
before σ(x, t), it will be past position x by time t. On the other hand, for vehicles arrive after σ(x, 
t), it will be still in position x at time t. For all real t, [8] is a Poisson process with 
  ( , )
 
 
( )[ ( , )] .
x t
t
s dsE N x t

 
                               
                   (10) 
As long as we model the traffic flow through a deterministic velocity field as a function of 
space and time such that vehicles do not interact with each other, the Poisson distributional 
conclusion (the number of vehicles in a certain road segment is a Poisson process) remains valid. 
We have also demonstrated in [8,9] that N(x, t) can be approximated with a Poisson distribution 
even when we introduce vehicle interactions through a density dependent velocity profile, given 
that the arrival rate of vehicle is not too high (< 30 cars/min). For real-world validations of the 
Poisson distributional result, the reader to referred to Section 4.6 in [12], in which flow and 
occupancy data collected by inductive loop detectors in Central London are used. 
Given that empirical velocity profile can be constructed based on data collected by 
navigation systems, the stochastic traffic model is a useful tool to characterize the practical 
density dynamics of vehicles in urban road networks. In the followings, we illustrate how the 
density knowledge generated can be applied to characterize and optimize the performance of 
packet transmission in VANETs. 
III. NETWORK MODELS 
A. Channel Access Protocols 
Given the spatial distribution of mobile nodes in the network, different channel access 
protocols will give rise to different throughput and progress performance. As illustrative 
examples, we consider in this paper two conventional protocols, namely slotted ALOHA and 
non-persistent carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSMA) [15]. Please note that the proposed 
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methodology is not protocol-specific, and the analytical results presented in this paper can be 
extended or specialized for analysis of other network protocols. For instance, results for the 
CSMA/CA protocol that is used in IEEE 802.11 can be derived from the CSMA results. 
For slotted ALOHA, time is divided into slots of duration equal to the transmission time of 
a packet. In every slot, each node tries to transmit according to a Bernoulli process with 
parameter p, where 0 < p ≤ 1. That is, it is transmitting with probability p and not transmitting 
with probability 1 – p. It is assumed that all nodes always have packets waiting to be sent (for 
exchange of real-time traffic information), and a separate channel is available for 
acknowledgement traffic. We further assume that the system is independent from slot to slot 
such that whenever there is a packet waiting to be sent, this packet will be destined to any other 
node in the network with equal probability, no matter whether it is a new packet or retransmitted 
packet. 
For slotted non-persistent CSMA, the constant packet transmission time is chosen as the 
unit of time, plus the length of a mini-slot, denoted by τ, that represents the propagation delay. 
Hence, the length of a successful transmission period is 1+ τ or T + 1 mini-slots, where T = 1/τ, 
as illustrated in Figure 2. We assume that all nodes within the Carrier-Sensing Range (CSRange) 
of the transmitter recognize the transmission in one mini-slot, and they hear the transmission one 
mini-slot more after the completion of transmission. In every mini-slot, each node listens to the 
channel with probability p’ (except during transmission), and does not with probability 1 – p’. If 
the channel is idle, it begins transmission in the same slot with probability 1. If the channel is 
sensed busy, it suppresses the transmission, and stops sensing the channel until the end of the 
current transmission. 
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 Figure 2. Transmission and idle periods of slotted non-persistent CSMA. 
B. Routing Strategies 
In many applications of VANETs, cars exchange road-condition information in order to 
predict travel time and prevent congestions and accidents. We consider the scenario that vehicles 
aim to inform the following cars of the preceding road conditions for travel time prediction, and 
to warn following cars to slow down in case of any accidents, thus, the direction of packet 
transmission is opposite to that of vehicular traffic flow as depicted in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Packet transmission for preceding road conditions.  
Each node is assumed to have a maximum communication range R and know the positions 
of those vehicles within R. One simple way for a vehicle to know its position is to use Global 
Positioning System (GPS). We assume that this information is piggybacked on data packets. 
Please note that the requirement of knowing neighbors’ positions is for the transmitter to 
determine the relay node in the routing strategies considered in this paper, the computation of 
protocol performance from vehicular density knowledge does not necessarily require such 
unsuccessful transmission period
τ1
successful transmission period
1 τ
idle period
T + 1 slotsT + 1 slots
Road conditions, 
congestions or 
accidents
Direction of 
vehicular traffic
Direction of packet 
transmission
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information. A source node will choose one of the nodes as the relay within the maximum 
transmission range according to one of the three routing strategies described below and transmit 
a packet with the identity of the relay and the identity of the final destination in the packet header.  
A node receiving this packet will only process the packet if it is identified as a relay, all other 
nodes will discard the packet. 
By defining progress as the distance between the transmitting and receiving nodes 
projected onto a line drawn from the transmitter toward the final destination (or simply the 
distance between the transmitter and receiver for one-dimensional networks), we consider the 
following three basic routing strategies in this paper, similar strategies are considered in [5]: 
1. Most Progress with Fixed Radius R (MPR): A node relays to the most distanced neighbor 
within R in the backward direction to achieve the largest progress. It will use a transmission 
radius R regardless of the position of the receiving node (i.e., there is no transmission range 
or power control for this strategy). The goal here is to minimize the number of hops needed 
for a packet to reach its destination. 
2. Most Progress with Variable Radius (MP): This strategy is similar to MPR except that the 
transmission radius is adjusted to be the distance between the transmitting and relay nodes 
assuming that each node knows the positions of vehicles within its maximum transmission 
range. Thus, this strategy attempts to reduce the interference to some extent while 
maintaining the goal of obtaining the largest possible progress. 
3. Nearest with Progress (NP): A node relays to the nearest neighbor within R in the backward 
direction, and will adjust its transmit power to be just strong enough to reach the receiving 
node. This strategy aims to reduce the amount of interference in the network as much as 
possible. 
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As a result, the above three routing strategies differ either in the way that the packets are 
being routed or the transmission ranges are controlled. Note that we restrict the transmission to 
the backward direction (where we define the direction of vehicular traffic flow as the forward 
direction) in all three strategies described above. In other words, if a transmitter cannot find a 
receiver within the backward maximum transmission range R, it will not transmit in that slot. 
Hence, two conditions must be satisfied for a node to transmit in a slot. First, it must be in 
transmit mode. Second, it must be able to find a receiver in the backward direction within its 
maximum transmission range.  
C. Interference Model 
We assume the following power-transfer relationship: P(a, b) = cPa/|a – b|
γ
, where  
P(a, b) is the power received by node b from node a, Pa is the transmit power of node a,  
|a – b| is the distance between nodes a and b (for brevity, we also use a and b to denote the nodes’ 
positions), γ > 2 is the path-loss exponent, and c is a constant. Consider the Protocol Model in [1]. 
For a link (a, b) to transmit successfully, we require  
1) Node a is in transmitting mode and node b is not;  
2) |a – b| ≤ R; and  
3) Pa|i – b|
γ
 > βPi|a – b|
γ
 for every other node i simultaneously transmitting, where β is the 
SIR requirement. 
In MPR, since all nodes use the same transmission power/radius, we define that the 
transmission of node i will interfere with the signal reception at node b from node a if  
1/| | .i b R                                                            (11) 
Let RI = β
1/γ
R be the maximum interference range. We define that two nodes are neighbors 
if they are within a distance RI of each other. Hence, for the MPR strategy, a transmission from 
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node a to node b will be successful only if there are no neighboring nodes of b transmit 
concurrently. 
Let node j be the receiver of node i’s transmission. For the MP and NP strategies, since 
transmitters use the minimum required power to transmit, we have  
,
| | | |
a i thP P Rx
ca b i j 
 
 
                                              (12) 
where Rxth is the minimum receiver threshold. 
Under the protocol model, the transmission of link (i, j) will interfere with that of link (a, b) 
if  
| | | | .a iP i b P a b
                                                  (13) 
Substitute (12) into (13), we have 
1/ 1/| | | | .i b i j R                                                 (14) 
Hence,  if the distance between nodes b and i is less than β1/γ |i – j|, we say that node b falls 
within the interference range of node i, and the signal reception at b can be interfered by the 
transmission from i. For node i to be able to interfere with the reception at node b, it is necessary 
that node i is a neighbor of node b (or node i lies within the maximum interference range RI of 
node b). 
IV. PROBABILITY OF INTERFERENCE 
For analytical simplicity, we consider a specific time instance t0 and cease to focus on time 
dynamics in this section. For this reason, the variable t is simply dropped from our previously 
defined notations. In practice, probabilities over a period of time can be obtained by taking the 
time-average of multiple time instances. 
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Consider a one-dimensional road segment of length L. From the fluid model, we can 
acquire the mean vehicular density profile n(x), such that the expected number of vehicles within 
a region (x1, x2] in the road segment is 
2
1
 
1 2  
[ ( , )] ( ) .
x
x
E N x x n x dx                                                   (15) 
Moreover, we can derive the probability density function (pdf)   
( ) ( ) / [ ( )],Lf x n x E N L                                                   (16) 
where fL(x)∆x represents the probability that a random node in the road segment of length L is 
located in the small region (x, x + ∆x]. For notation simplicity, let us denote 1 2[ ( , )]E N x x  as 
2
1
x
x
N
 
and 2
1
 
 
( )
x
Lx
f x dx  as 2
1
x
x
m , where the latter is the probability that a random node in the network is 
located in the region (x1, x2]. 
Let Ca be the event that a transmitter at position a can be connected with a receiving node 
b that lies within its backward maximum transmission range. i.e., there is at least one node 
located in the region (a, a – R]. Given that the arrival of vehicles follows a non-homogeneous 
Poisson process, according to the Poisson property of the stochastic traffic model, we have 
( ) 1 exp( ).aa a RP C N                                                     (17) 
Let the random variable ra = |a – b| represent the distance between nodes a and b. For the 
MPR and MP strategies, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ra under the condition 
that Ca occurs is  
(no nodes in ( , ]) (at least one in ( , ])
( ) ( )
( )a
r a
a
P a R a r P a r a
F r P r r
P C
  
    
(1 )
.
1 1
a r a a r a
a R a r a R a R
a a
a R a R
N N N N
N N
e e e e
e e
 
   
 
   
 
 
 
 
                                   (18) 
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While for the NP strategy, the CDF of ra given that Ca occurs is 
1
( ) ( ) .
1
a
a r
aa
a R
N
r a
N
e
F r P r r
e





  

                                            (19) 
For a transmission from node a to node b to be successful, node b’s neighboring nodes 
must not interfere with node b. Let node i be one of node b’s neighbors and the random variable 
si = |b – i| be the distance between nodes b and i. Given that there is a transmission from node a 
to node b, there exists an excluded region such that no node exists. This region is a function of 
position b with respect to position a, and the routing strategy used.  
For the MPR and MP strategies, we know that node i cannot be located in region (a – R, 
a – ra]. Otherwise, node a will transmit to node i instead of node b. Therefore, node i could be in 
one of the following two regions as illustrated in Figure 4; namely, Region 1: (a – ra, a – ra + RI] 
and Region 2: (a – ra – RI, a – R]. 
 
Figure 4. The regions that a neighboring node of node b could be located in under the MPR and MP strategies. 
Similarly, for the NP strategy, we know that node i cannot be located in between nodes a 
and b. Otherwise, node a will transmit to node i instead of node b. Therefore, node i could be in 
one of the following two regions as illustrated in Figure 5; namely, Region 1: (a, a – ra + RI] and 
Region 2: (a – ra – RI, a – ra]. 
b a
ra
RI RI
R - ra
 
Backward direction 
(packet transmission)
Foward direction 
(vehicular traffic)
 
excluded 
region Region 1
 
Region 2
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Figure 5. The regions that a neighboring node of node b could be located in under the NP strategy. 
Let G(g) denote the event that node i is located in Region g, where g = 1, 2, and IN the 
event that node i will interfere with node b given that node i is transmitting in the same slot. Thus, 
given that ra = r and the position of node a, we have 
       2 1 | ( ) ( ) ,N NgP I P I G g P G g                                         (20) 
where                               ( ) (1) (2)( ) ( ) /( ( ) ( ) )L L LG g G GP G g f x dx f x dx f x dx                                (21)          
  ( )1/| ( ) ( | ) ( )
i
G g
N i i i ss
P I G g P s r s s f s ds  
 
 
 1/ ( ) ( )/ ( ) ( ) .i i
R G g G g
r ss s
f u du f s ds                                   (22) 
According to (14), IN happens when si ≤ β
1/γ 
ri, where ri = |i – j|, such probability is 
represented by the inner integration in (22), 
( )
( )
i
G g
s
f s
 
and 
( )
( )
i
G g
r
f s  denote the respective pdf for 
si and ri given that node i is in Region g. 
Let q be the probability that neither transmitter a nor receiver b is within node i’s 
transmission range in the backward direction. For the MPR strategy, in which every node uses 
the same transmission range R, when neither nodes a nor b is within the backward transmission 
range of node i, node i will be able to transmit with probability 1 exp( )
i
i RN   when it is in 
b a
ra
RI RI
 
Region 2
 
Region 1
Backward direction 
(packet transmission)
Foward direction 
(vehicular traffic)
 
excluded 
region
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transmit mode. On the other hand, when either nodes a or b is within node i’s backward 
transmission range, node i can always find a receiver. Thus, given the position of node i, we have 
1/ 1/( ) ( ) (1 ) (1 ) 1 .
i i
i R i RN N
i i iP s r P s R q q e qe
                                   (23)   
Given that ra = r, si = s, and the position of node a, if node i is located in Region 1, 
/I I
a r R a r R
a ra Rq m m
   
  and the position of node i is a – r + s; while if it is in Region 2, q simply 
equals to 1 since nodes a and b are not located in the backward direction of node i, and node i’s 
position is a – r – s. Hence, (20) becomes 
 
0
1
(1 ) ( )
              (1 ) ( ) .
I
I
I
I
a r sNR a r s R
N La r R a r
a Ra r R
a r sNR a r s R
LR r
P I qe f a r s ds
m m
e f a r s ds
 
  
  
 
 
  


    


   



                  (24)
 
For the MP and NP strategies, where each node uses a transmission range that is just large 
enough to cover the receiver, when neither nodes a nor b is within the backward maximum 
transmission range of node i, node i will be able to transmit with probability 1 exp( )
i
i RN   when 
it is in transmit mode.  The CDF of node i’s transmission range, ri, is ( )irF u  under this condition, 
which is given by (18) and (19) by replacing the location of node a with that of node i for the MP 
and NP strategies, respectively. On the other hand, when either node a or node b is within node 
i’s backward maximum transmission range, node i can always find a receiver. We approximate 
the CDF of node i’s transmission range as ( )
ir
F u  in this case. Thus, given the position of node i, 
we have 
1/ 1/
( )1/
/ /
( ) ( ) [(1 ) (1 )] ( )
i
i R
ii
R R NG g
i i rrs s
P s r f u du q q e dF u 

 
        
1//
(1 ) ( ).
i
i R
i
R N
rs
qe dF u
                                            (25) 
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Given that ra = r, si = s, and the position of node a, if node i is located in Region 1, 
/I I
a r R a r R
a ra Rq m m
   
  for MP, and /
I Ia r R a r R
aa Rq m m
   
  for NP, the position of node i is a – r + s; 
while if it is in Regions 2, q simply equals to 1 for both strategies, and node i’s position is a – r – 
s. 
As a result, by substituting (21), (22), and (25) into (20), we have for the MP strategy 
   
 
1/
1/
0 /
/
1
(1 ) ( ) ( )
             (1 ) ( ) ( ) ,
I
a r s
a r s R
iI
I
a r s
I a r s R
i
R R N
N r Lsa r R a r
a Ra r R
R R N
r LR r s
P I qe dF u f a r s ds
m m
e dF u f a r s ds




 
  
 
  

  
 



    

   
 
 
         (26) 
while for the NP strategy, we have 
   
 
1/
1/
/
0 /
1
(1 ) ( ) ( )
              (1 ) ( ) ( )
I
a r s
a r s R
iI
I
a r s
I a r s R
i
R R N
N r Lr sa r R a
a ra r R
R R N
r Ls
P I qe dF u f a r s ds
m m
e dF u f a r s ds




 
  
 
  

 
 


    

   
 
 
        (27)                 
V. THROUGHPUT AND PROGRESS ANALYSIS 
A. Slotted ALOHA 
Let Ei be the event that neighbor i does not interfere with node b. Ei will occur when node i 
is not transmitting, or it is transmitting but it does not interfere with the signal reception at node 
b. 
    ( ) 1 1 ( ) 1 ( ).i N NP E p p P I pP I                                             (28) 
Let a  b be the event that the transmission from node a to node b is successful given that 
node a transmits to b, and Nk be the event that node b has k neighbors, not including node a. 
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 does not transmit AND the  neighbors do not interfere with ( | ) ( )k b k bP a b N P 
 
 1(1 ) ( ) (1 ) 1 ( ) .
kk
i Nn
p P E p pP I                                                    (29) 
Again, with regard to the Poisson property of the stochastic traffic model, we have the 
number of vehicles within a road region be a Poisson process, since the k neighbors of node b 
cannot be located in the excluded region (a – R, a – ra] given the transmission from node a to 
node b, we have 
   
( | ) .
!
I a r R a rI
a RI a r RI
k
a r R a r
N Na Ra r R
k a
N N
P N r r e
k
  
 
  
  

                             (30) 
Thus,                               0( ) ( | ) ( )k kkP a b P a b N P N

     
 0 0(1 ) 1 ( ) ( | ) ( ),a
k R
N k a rk
p pP I P N r r dF r

       
where ( )
ar
F r  is given in (18) for the MPR and MP strategies and (19) for the NP strategy. 
Substitute (30) into it, we have 
 0( ) (1 ) exp ( )  ( ).I aI
R a r R a r
N a R ra r R
P a b p pP I N N dF r
  
 
     
                         (31) 
To evaluate the throughput and progress of the network, we compute ρ, the local 
throughput (or single-hop throughput), which is the average number of successful transmissions 
per slot from a node, and π, the average progress, which is the average packet propagation 
distance per slot from a node. The local throughput of the transmitting node located at a is given 
by 
( ) (  transmits) ( ).a aP C P a P a b                                          (32) 
Substitute (17) and (31) into it, we have 
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 ( )
0
(1 ) (1 ) ( ).
a r R a rIa N a Ra r RIa R
a
pP I N NRN
a re p p e dF r
  
 
 
   
                 (33)
 
The average progress for a node located at a, πa can be obtained similarly by inserting the 
term r into the integration above,  
 ( )
0
(1 ) (1 ) ( ).
a r R a rIa N a Ra r RIa R
a
pP I N NRN
a re p p e rdF r
  
 
 
                       (34) 
Therefore, the average local throughput and progress for the whole network in the road 
segment (0, L] is given by the following weighted integrals. 
0
( )
L
x Lf x dx      and  0 ( ) .
L
x Lf x dx                               (35) 
B. Slotted non-persistent CSMA 
To analyze the CSMA protocol, we introduce an assumption that the actual transmission 
occurs as a result of channel sensing are independent Bernoulli trials. That is, for every mini-slot 
(except during transmission), each node transmits a packet with probability p (and does not with 
probability 1 – p). A similar assumption was used in [4,15], and the validity of the results will be 
claimed by comparing the throughput values against simulation in the next section. In the 
following, we formulate our optimization problem with only p, the reader is referred to Appendix 
I for the determination of the channel sensing probability p’ in terms of p. 
A transmission is successful when no neighbors of the receiver transmit during the 
transmission period 1 + τ or T + 1 mini-slots. Potential interfering (or neighboring) nodes are 
located in Regions 1, 2, or 3 as illustrated in Figure 6a for the MPR and MP strategies and Figure 
6b for the NP strategy. Since neighboring nodes of b in Regions 1 and 2 are within the CSRange 
of transmitter a (where CSRange > R), they can recognize the transmission in one mini-slot, and 
collision can be avoided if they do not transmit in the same slot as node a. While for neighbors 
located in Region 3, they are hidden to node a, it is required that they are silent throughout the 
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vulnerable period of length 2 + τ or 2T + 1 mini-slots as shown in Figure 6c. The first T mini-
slots are included for preventing collisions with any ongoing transmissions, while the following 
T + 1 mini-slots are included for not being interfered with any newly started transmissions. 
Hence, we have 
( | ) (  does not transmit in the same slot)
(no transmission from Reg 1 and 2 during a mini-slot | )
(no transmission from Reg 3 during 2 +1 mini-slots | )
a
a
a
P a b r r P b
P r r
P T r r
   
 

 
   
( | (1)) ( (1)) ( | (2)) ( (2)) (2 1) ( | (3)) ( (3))
(1 ) ,N N N
pP I G N G pP I G N G T pP I G N G
p e e e
   
    
           (36) 
where P(IN |G(g)) is given by (22), and ( ( ))N G g represent the expected number of vehicles in 
Region g. Hence, the local throughput and expected progress for the transmitter node located at a 
are given by 
0
(1 ) ( | ) ( )
a
a R
a
RN
a a r
p
e P a b r r dF r

                                  (37) 
0
(1 ) ( | ) ( ).
a
a R
a
RN
a a r
p
e P a b r r rdF r

                              (38) 
The average local throughput and progress for the whole network can be found accordingly 
by substituting (37) and (38) into (35), respectively. In the next section, we aim to optimize the 
expected progress π by finding the optimal transmission probability p, and the corresponding 
optimal sensing probability. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6. a) Regions that a neighbor of node b could be located in under the MPR and MP strategies; b) under the 
NP strategy; and c) the period for the transmission from a to b vulnerable to transmissions from different regions. 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To validate our analytical model, we simulate a road segment of length 5 km. We assume 
that there are no cars joining and leaving the route at junctions, cars only arrive at location 0 at a 
constant rate (denoted by α). Every vehicle moves along the road with respect to a velocity 
profile, v(x) as shown in Figure 7, which describes a slowdown from positions 1 to 3 km. 
b a
ra
RI RI
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Backward direction 
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CSRange CSRange
transmission period: 
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1
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Intuitively, we know that the slowdown region will result in higher node density than the other 
parts of the road, where the mean density profile n(x) can be computed by the fluid model. In the 
simulations, we have R = 0.1 km, β = 10, γ = 4. For CSMA, τ = 0.25 and CSRange = 0.178.  
 
Figure 7. Velocity profile used for examining the non-homogeneous density case. 
From the analytical results, the optimal transmission probabilities p for slotted ALOHA 
and CSMA are sought to maximize the average progress π in the network, which are plotted in 
Figure 8 against the arrival rate of vehicles to the road segment. We can see from Figure 8a that 
the NP strategy has the largest optimal transmission probability that maximize the average 
progress, followed by the MP strategy for the slotted ALOHA scheme. This is because NP aims 
to reduce the amount of interference in the network as much as possible, nodes should transmit 
more frequently in order to achieve optimal performance when there are less amount of 
interference. In Figure 8b, we can see that CSMA has a smaller optimal transmission probability 
than slotted ALOHA, because nodes suppress their transmissions to avoid collisions when the 
channel is sensed busy. The optimal transmission probabilities p found for slotted ALOHA and 
CSMA are served as inputs to the simulations. For CSMA, the corresponding optimal sensing 
probability p’(x) is found based on the optimal p and density profile n(x), the reader is referred to 
Appendix I for details. 
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In the simulation, we first identify the number of nodes in the road segment at a time 
instance, denote it by N. For slotted ALOHA, each node in the network transmits with 
probability p in every slot. For each transmission from a transmitter to its next relay, we examine 
every node in the road segment to see if it is covered by the interference range of this 
transmission. We identify those nodes which are not covered by any interference ranges of others. 
If the identified node is a relay, a transmission to it is said to be successful and the progress of 
this transmission is recorded. Let NT be the number of nodes with successful transmissions, the 
single-hop throughput ρ is computed as NT/N. Let D be the sum of the recorded progresses, the 
average progress per slot of a node, π, is computed as D/N.  
While for slotted CSMA, each node in the network senses the channel with probability p’ 
in every mini-slot. A transmission is successful only if the link is not being interfered during the 
transmission period of T + 1 mini-slots. The number of successful transmissions made during a 
mini-slot duration is identified, let us denote it as MT, and the corresponding progresses of 
successful transmissions are recorded. The single-hop throughput ρ is computed as MT/(τN). The 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Transmission probability that maximize the average progress in a) slotted ALOHA; and b) slotted 
ALOHA and CSMA for the MPR strategy. 
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sum of the recorded progresses is denoted as D, and the average progress per slot of a node, π, is 
computed as D/(τN). 
Figure 9b plots the analytical and simulated maximized average progress as a function of 
the vehicle arrival rate of the three routing strategies in slotted ALOHA network, the 
corresponding single-hop throughput is shown in Figure 9a. Each simulated data is obtained by 
averaging the results of 500 simulation runs. In general, we can find that the analytical and 
simulated results have a pretty good match. According to the figures, the network performance 
degrades as the arrival rate (or density) increases. This is due to the fact that the amount of 
network traffic increases as node density grows, which will lead to more interference. However, 
we can see that the single-hop throughput of the NP strategy remains stable and decreases very 
slowly as the arrival rate increases, which gives rise to the largest single-hop throughput among 
the three strategies considered. This is because transmitters choose the nearest backward 
neighbor as the relay node in the NP strategy, transmitters will tend to choose nearer neighbor 
for transmission as node density increases. Hence, interference ranges of transmissions become 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 9.  a) Single-hop throughput; and b) average progress against vehicle arrival rate in slotted ALOHA for the 
MPR, MP, and NP strategies. 
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smaller since we assume nodes will use the minimum required power for transmission in the NP 
strategy. This balances off the performance degradation caused by the increasing traffic load (or 
amount of interference) due to higher node density. As a result, the single-hop throughput of the 
NP strategy is fairly the same when the arrival rate is high (e.g., about 0.09).  
On the other hand, for the MPR and MP strategies, the single-hop throughput drops as the 
arrival rate increases. In MP, a transmitter chooses the node with the most progress as its 
intended receiver. As node density increases, the node will tend to choose a more distanced node 
as relay, which results in larger interference range and thus degradation of single-hop throughput. 
For MPR, the transmission range is always equal to R, which yields the greatest possible 
interference range, and more nodes will be interfered as the network traffic load becomes larger. 
Therefore, MPR has the worst performance among the three strategies. 
 It is also interesting to note that the NP strategy also yields the best progress performance 
among the three strategies. This gives us a key message that minimizing the interference of 
transmissions is of higher priority than maximizing the per hop progress for achieving optimal 
progress performance in a linear vehicular network. With reference to Figure 8a again, the 
optimal transmission probability for the NP strategy is around 0.27 when node density is high. 
Such property is significant for network design and planning in VANET, where network 
topology keeps changing (for example, given that node density is high enough, we can have each 
node just transmits to its nearest neighbor with a transmission probability p of 0.27, regardless of 
how the topology changes). 
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 To evaluate the analysis for CSMA protocol, the analytical and simulated results of the 
maximized average progress π, and the corresponding single-hop throughput ρ for the MPR 
strategy in slotted ALOHA and CSMA are plotted in Figure 10b and Figure 10a respectively as a 
function of the arrival rate of cars to the road (for proper comparison, the average progress and 
single-hop throughput of slotted ALOHA is divided by 1 + τ to include the propagation time in a 
slot). We can see from the figures that CSMA outperforms slotted ALOHA as expected due to 
the carrier-sensing mechanism that avoid packet collisions, and the analytical results match 
closely with the simulated results, which confirms our analysis. 
Instead of maximizing the average local throughput π, and progress ρ for the whole 
network, we can optimize πx and ρx for a specific location point x in the road segment. The 
optimal transmission probabilities p(x) for slotted ALOHA and CSMA (and the corresponding 
optimal sensing probability found according to (41) in Appendix I) are shown in Figure 11a and 
Figure 11b respectively. From the figures, we can see that region with higher node density (the 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 10. a) Single-hop throughput; and b) average progress against vehicle arrival rate in slotted ALOHA and 
CSMA for the MPR strategy. 
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slowdown region from 1 to 3 km) results in lower optimal transmission and sensing probabilities, 
which is intuitively correct.  
In practice, velocity and flow data measured by inductive loop detectors can be gathered by 
road-side infrastructure nodes that are connected to the wired backhaul network. The road-side 
nodes can then compute the optimal transmission probability profile that is a function of space 
and time based on our analytical results, and broadcast it to vehicles that enter the corresponding 
road regions. The results in this paper can also serve as a fundamental building block for the 
design of VANET protocols with adaptive transmission/sensing rate according to the vehicular 
density in the future.  
VII.  CONCLUSION 
Vehicles in urban road networks do not distribute homogeneously as generic nodes do in 
mobile ad-hoc networks. However, most of the existing studies on communication protocol 
performance have the implicit assumption that nodes are distributed homogeneously in the 
network, which is inappropriate in VANETs and may lead to unreliable results. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 11. a) Optimal transmission probability for slotted ALOHA; and b) Optimal sensing probability for CSMA 
as a function of the Location Space for the MPR strategy. 
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In this paper, we propose a novel methodology to analyze protocol performance in 
VANETs with practical vehicle distribution in urban environment. To our knowledge, this is the 
first attempt in the literature that explicitly addresses the heterogeneity of node distribution in 
VANETs. The proposed approach employs the stochastic traffic model for computing the 
vehicular density dynamics in urban road networks from a velocity profile, which can be 
constructed in practice based on data collected by navigation systems that are widely installed in 
vehicles nowadays. Based on the density knowledge, we have shown with illustrative examples 
that the throughput and progress performance of different channel access protocols with different 
routing strategies can be derived. We have also confirmed the accuracy of our analysis through 
extensive simulations, and demonstrated that the optimal transmission probability (or sensing 
probability) profile as a function of the location space can be identified through the analytical 
model, which is significant for system engineering and network planning in VANETs. 
The methodology presented in this paper is applicable to more elaborated urban traffic 
models. For example, routes with arrival and departure of vehicles at road junctions, multiple 
lanes, bi-directional traffic. More complicated urban road network (e.g., two-dimensional road 
topology) can be represented by superposing multiple versions of urban routes. Furthermore, we 
can consider more practical velocity profile. For instance, velocity profile that is a function of 
vehicular density to approximate interactions between vehicles [9]. In general, the throughput 
and progress performance of other routing strategies and channel access protocols can be 
evaluated similarly with the approaches presented in this paper, and optimization of 
communication protocols with adaptive transmission/sensing rate based on the vehicular density 
dynamics can be investigated in the future. 
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Appendix I: Determination of the Sensing Probability for CSMA 
 In this appendix, we determine the relation between the transmission probability p and 
channel-sensing probability p’ for slotted non-persistent CSMA. First, we assume that  
p = p’Pi,                                                            (39) 
where Pi is the probability that the channel is sensed idle. That is, a node transmits in a slot only 
if it senses the channel and the channel is sensed idle. 
Let us consider a node located at position x, we assume the probability that a slot is sensed 
idle is exp(–pNCS(x)), where ( )
x CSRange
CS x CSRangeN x N

  
is the expected number of nodes within the 
carrier-sensing range of the considered node, which can be found from vehicular density profile 
n(x). Hence, the expected value of the idle period I is 
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Since the transmission period is 1 + τ, thus, 
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
 
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                                             (40) 
By substituting (40) into (39), we obtain an equation that express p’ in terms of p, τ, and 
NCS(x) as a function of the location space x as 
( )
( )
(1 )
'( ) .
pN xCS
CSpN x
e p
p x
e




 
                                                 (41) 
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